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9 complete stories at a great price!Featuring:The Cat in the Hat read by Kelsey GrammerHorton

Hears a Who read by Dustin HoffmanHow the Grinch Stole Christmas read by Walter MatthauDid I

Ever Tell You How Lucky You Are? read by John CleeseThe Lorax read by Ted DansonYertle the

Turtle, Gertrude McFuzz, and The Big Brag read by John LithgowThidwick, the Big-Hearted Moose

read by Mercedes McCambridgeHorton Hatches the Egg read by Billy CrystalThe Cat in the Hat

Comes Back read by Kelsey GrammerFrom the Compact Disc edition. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.
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As others have said, these are great books, and my toddler loves them. I give the product a 3 star

review for two reasons though: 1. There are times when the background music is too loud (as

another reviewer said). With an audiobook, especially in the car, it is critically important to have the

voice dominant enough to be heard clearly throughout, and that is occasionally not true here. 2. The

books aren't separated or clearly delineated. If you bought the CD, you'd get each book as a

separate track -- as things should be -- allowing you to find the start of a book and skip between

books quickly. If you buy the Audible version, however, you're going to have to figure out that the

Grinch begins at 25 minutes, 14 seconds and ends at 37 minutes, 28 seconds, etc. And you'll have

to cope with the fact that there's absolutely no buffer between the books. I have just figured all these

out and am using audio software to split the file up, but there's no reason I should have to do this. I

can't edit the product for the rest of you, but here are the times:The Cat in the Hat - 0:00:33 -

0:08:34Horton Hears a Who - 0:08:35 - 0:25:13The Grinch... - 0:25:14 - 0:37:28Did I Ever Tell You...



- 0:37:29 - 0:45:59The Lorax - 0:46:00 - 1:01:10Yertle... - 1:01:11 - 1:23:39Thidwick... - 1:23:40 -

1:35:00Horton Catches the Egg - 1:35:01 - 1:46:06The Cat in the Hat Comes Back - 1:46:07 -

1:55:11In sum, a great product marred a bit by technical issues. Buy the CD & rip it is the easiest

way to cope, but if you buy this, I hope the above saves you some frustration.

As a homeschooling Mom of 2 small girls, we do A LOT of reading together. What a treat to have

someone else do the reading for me every once in a while! Kelsey Grammer, John Lithgow, Walter

Matthau, Ted Danson, Billy Crystal and other famous voices certainly do an OUTSTANDING job!

The stories are unabridged, which makes it easy to follow along with your own Dr Seuss library.

Between the talented author and the unquestionably talented actors, you just can't go wrong...what

a great gift to any child or Dr. Seuss fan of any age! My daughters love this CD, and are always

asking for one more story or the other disc. SO...we purchased the Green Eggs and Ham CD set

today, and are very eager to see how it compares to this fun compilation!

The story telling of these books is fantastic. It captured the attention of my three year old, not an

easy task. I was a little disappointed the CD's didn't come with the books. Maybe it should have

been stated more clearly...

My son listens to these over and over with or without the book. He enjoys the narrators and has

almost memorized the books.

We love Dr. Seuss and we wanted this CD, and I was really excite to see John Lithgow as a

narrator because he is my favorite actor and performer.PROS- John Lithgow did an amazing job-

Some famous storiesCONS- Other narrators were not really exciting. I can actually do a much more

articulated and attention catching job that will pin toddlers and kids to their chairs- Two CDs with

zero track information on them. Where is Lorax? Which CD has Cat? No idea.- Music kind of

ridiculous, going on an off randomly and not supporting the story. NPR's Snap Judgement does a

much better job doing radio pieces, you can literally visualize rooms, scenes and other details by

just listening to their sound support, and they aim for adult listeners. I definitely expected that from a

kiddo CD.I will test it on my kid and update my review. Right now I'm guessing that she'll lose

interest soon.

My 4 year old son loves these cds, and the narrators are so engaging, I even enjoy listening. I



bought these for my son who is speech delayed, we do alot of books on cd in the car, and alot of

reading, along with speech therapy and early intervention pre-k, and he has made leaps and

bounds. He was almost completely non-verbal a year ago and is now talking and doing very well.

We just constantly bombard him with reading and language, and these cds make it fun and he

doesn't realize it, and doesn't get bored.

Perfect for a long road trip! I brought along a couple of the Dr Suess books & my daughter followed

along in the car. These stories are lively. I have some other audio CDs that are more sleepy. These

are great for staying awake

OMG all the outstanding actors reading these stories make it a fantastic classic to have to go with

your Dr. Seuss books or just to listen to. Bought for my preschool classroom, the children love it!
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